
De:a. Lon.,),ie, 

The years must be treating you well for jou to move to the country, the best 
place to live, just to avoid the city - but to travel WAX° 1O() mile.; a day to and 
from work. Brave man, with your kind of winter! 

But poor Mnry, with a 14-room house to take care of. Indicates you must all 
be well. For our age and oar conditions, we are, tao. 

by typing in not improved by no being able to use my right or better eye. 

Cataract removed a month ago but stitches won't be for another two months. 

Everything OK. 

Your old friend Hugh Ayneeworth is now with the tiConie Wahhington Timee. Be 
was pretty much in charge of their commemoratyion of the 25th anniversary of the 
JFK assassination and as a result that was pretty much hynesworth, ,ith another 
bit of nostalgia by Jerry O'Leary, also there now. Did I .nrer tell you that Jerry 
reported on reporters for the FBI when he was in Dallas? I've got the FBI's 
records on some of it. 

I gave the reporter the Tines sent up a selection of unpublished records that 
in my day would have been considered worth a story, one never even known about and 
a real occlusive. One of the motorcycle cops closest to JFJ, on the right side with 
Jim Clancy, was disturbed that he had not been spoken to by his own or the FBI or 
Secret Service so when he got home that night he wrote out his account of his day, 
the second tine he had "protected" that President, of .hich he was proud. Ab is 
quite explicit in saying that he actually saw a separate bullet hit Connally, which 
disputee the official mythology. (There: were about 17 such cope, not one of whom 
was interviewed by the FaiI!Vhen J. 	Bevil' needled on of the FBI egente he had 
to reeort that and Shanklin had to send that to H4 no theyx interviewed both cops 
and only these two.) He ofeered his memo to the FBI, which didn't want it. So, 
of course, I did, end I got it. Hugh didn't liee it and didn't use it. Chaney also 
by the way, had something to say that the FBI managed to omit. It was taped, I 
have it and he saw JFK hit from the front. This reporter phoned to tell me that 
ugh like this Douglaa Jackson, if you kneujiim. account. 

4-'oon what I've seen and heard of the colierage by all elements of the media it 
is a sed commentary on the state of our journalism. 

Marina Oswald Poster phoned after seeing me on the videotape of a show that 
had betmsent her. She says that Henry Wade has retired and liven near them. 

Wish : had a fee of your pike in our pond. Ife lost 01  the teme fish in it 
with the exceptionally cold winter of 1977. I mean tame, too. Bass came when they 
heard our voices and swam along with thei. mouths openag waiting too be fed. I aid a 
dumb tkie; to cope with the kids fishing these bass, I put Jeff  akik Comet goldfish. 
Jo predators. So, we've got thowmulds of Comets and never sae thm except during 
breedine, when they an: a re d blotch over the surface of most of the pond. 

Hopie yell all stay well and have a good yeer. 
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